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War settles into a Stalemate

 By William Tyr

Duke Cantor, with the aid of 

Duke D'kalin and the Viscount 

D'Cather, dealt the enemy a 

serious blow in both the Rainbow 

Vale and at Allowen, but the 

cost appears to have been high - 

the enemy withdrew in good order 

under the command of General 

Shavaras Y'sar, and took up 

positions along the road to 

Nightbourne - a dozen small 

motte-and-bailey fortifications 

with range to support one 

another - and were not reduced 

by as many men as the armies of 

Novashan.  

Duke Cantor's armies even 

supported by the men that Duke 

D'kalin was able to pry loose 

from Illmyr, cannot support an 

assault on the positions of the 

Shadow, which may doom the 

entire war effort.  

With Southern Autruche 

(and northern Dysnforth, in the 

Kingdom) firmly in the hands of 

the Shadowborn armies, His Grace 

will face a dire shortage of 

foodstuffs come the fall… with 

Brisbane's ports blocked by 

scuttled ships and the only 

overland routes months longer 

through the treacherous 

Bayomal Wood, the resurgence of 

the loyalists in Autruche might 

be doomed to starve.  

John Purveyor summoned to court

By Jebb Smithe

The head of His Highness’s 

Government, Regent, William 

Drakensburg, summoned John 

Purveyor, the head of Purveyor’s 

guild to a closed door meeting 

John Purveyor summoned to court 

(Cont.)
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Late last moon.  Sources close to 

His Excellency indicated that 

Drakensburg is very unhappy 

with the collapse of trade in 

Novashan. 

 Although the meeting was 

private Purveyor looked 

extremely uncomfortable on 

arrival to the Regent’s tent 

amidst the field army and even 

less happy when he left.  

Unconfirmed rumors hint that 

Drakensburg indicated to 

Purveyor that if his guild was 

not going to conduct trade in 

Novashan, the Prince’s 

Government was going to charter 

one that will. 

As the Purveyor’s Guild has 

a grant from the Crown giving it 

exclusive control of all guilds in 

Novashan, another, competing 

grant would be a serious blow to 

the guild’s influence and 

profitability.

Bandit King

By Lothtarn Bluequil

It seems multiple bandit 

groups have sprung up 

throughout the realm. One group 

stands out among the rest. We 

don’t know what they are calling 

themselves but we know they are 

carving out their own little 

kingdom of rouges. They have 

claimed the roads in between the 

towns of Crossroads and Ilveresh 

and the ones leading to Fenrest, 

Fennor, Brenn and Pelain.

This group is well armed 

and armored, there are reports 

that they are charging a road 

tax in places and stripping those 

of everything they own if they 

Bandit King (Cont.)

cannot pay. In other places they 

attack caravans killing all the 

guards and take the merchants 

hostage. There are even reports 
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that they are using undead to 

bolster their troops. 

I beg everyone to please be 

careful when traveling in and 

around Crossroads and Ilveresh. 

If anyone has any information on 

the whereabouts of these 

individuals please contact 

Richard Macon in Crossroads.

Riversfork Freed

By Moses Julius

The tiny village of 

RIversfork, located only a day's 

walk north of Yardsmuth, was 

freed from the forces of the 

Shadow late in July.  According 

to our sources, during the fierce 

fighting the bridge here was set 

afire - no one is clear how the 

fire started, though the forces 

of Princedom insist it was set by 

the Shadowmen who were 

garrisoned here.  

The villagers were 

initially rather unhappy with 

their "liberation", as it had cost 

them their primary source of 

livelihood - offering services and 

food to those traveling the road 

and the bridge - but Sir Nolan 

Just paid out of his own pocket 

for the village to construct 

ferries and help start to assay 

the damage to the bridge.  

What is a Night of Atonement?

by Cassandra Lackhart

A Night of Atonement 

serves as a final test of the 

mettle of a Squire or Armiger 

What is a Night of Atonement?

(CONT.)

who will be raised to Knighthood.  

While differing in style and 

composition, most Nights of 

Atonement include several 

trials put forward by fellow 
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Knights of the Order, along with 

grueling discussions all the 

night long about Knightly Virtue.

Often, Squires and Armigers 

about to be raised must 

construct their area for their 

Night by hand as part of their 

test.  Also, they may be required 

to serve the needs of Knights, 

Nobles, and common folk alike.  In 

all ways, it is the duty of the man 

or woman to be raised, to display 

all the knowledge, temperance 

and virtue within themselves, 

while maintaining a humble 

demeanor.  

For we common folk, it is a 

rare and awesome site to see.

Knighting Ceremony Scheduled 

for Squire Leveer

by Burton Shaw

Reports indicate that the 

ongoing attacks by Shadow 

Forces demand an answer from 

the Order of Thistle Knights, 

many of whom are stationed in 

that notorious town of Ilvaresh.

Sir Morus Lextent, Regional 

Head of the Thistle Knights, has 

announced that there will be a 

Knighting of Squire Leveer 

Silvermane - most likely to 

bolster the Knighthood with new 

blood, as many of the older 

Knights have been killed or are 

missing in action.

Controversy surrounds this 

up and coming Squire.  Knighted 

previously, Leveer was soon 

after stripped of his belt and 

ordered to be put to death by 

Late Duke Sir Mythindor 

Wanderlust.  While many wonder 

Knighting Ceremony Scheduled 

for Squire Leveer (cont.)

over the reasons for such 

actions, Squire Leveer shows 

tenacity and spirit in his quest to 

re-attain his white belt.
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Squire Leveer's Ceremony 

will be held in Ilvaresh in late 

September of this year.

My studies of Dragons

By Ciruelo Cabral – 

Historian, Researcher, and Story 

Seeker

Water Dragons

Water Dragons are rarer 

than Earth Dragons.  They can be 

found in both salt and fresh 

water, but above all, they 

prefer lakes.  

Magnificently colored, 

these beasts are perfectly at 

home in water, moving through it 

with great agility and speed.  

Although their front legs end in 

sharp claws, their back legs 

have been transformed into fins, 

hampering their movements on 

land.  They have tremendous lung 

capacity and can store oxygen in 

their stomachs and transfer it 

to the lungs when they need it, 

enabling them to remain 

underwater for hours on end.  

Because they live in water, these 

dragons have partially lost the 

ability to fly, and can make only 

short gliding flights – although 

some of them can attain a 

reasonable air speed.

Water Dragons have very 

specific eating habits – 

especially the adults – which is 

why the few remaining individuals 

are in danger of extinction.  

Apparently, Water Dragons only 

eat human virgins.  If this 

requirement is not satisfied, as is 

Water Dragons (Cont.)

often the case, legend has it 

that these beasts suffer 

excruciating indigestion, which 

leaves them on death’s door.  

Ironically though, there are 

stories of dragons who have 

rejected the maidens they were 
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about to eat because they were 

not beautiful or not correctly 

attired.  The fact is, they love 

their victims to be dressed in 

sumptuous silks, with circlets of 

fresh flowers in the hair. 

Water Dragons are 

physically much more beautiful 

and graceful than Earth 

Dragons.  They have soft, melodic 

voices and cherish beauty above 

all else.  One curious fact is that 

these delicate and beautiful 

water creatures cannot bear 

any kind of chains or bonds 

around their necks.  For this 

reason, if one were to tie a noose 

around their necks to capture 

them, they would allow 

themselves to be led away 

without a struggle.

Appearing Next Quill….Sea 

Serpent Dragons!

I would like to give a 

special thanks to Lady 

Throgrimson and the late Janos 

Farstrider for the most riveting 

tale published in the latest 

quill.  I will be sure to have 

payment sent to you.  If you come 

upon any more stories, there will 

be more where that came from.

Classifieds

Wanted: 

Legends and stories of dragons 

to add to my collection.  Those 

with unique or especially 

intriguing stories will be paid 

handsomely.  I will be studying at 

the library in Brenn.

Wanted: 
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Lore of All Types! OLDER THE 

BETTER!  preferably in written 

form.  Price to be determined 

after the information has been 

discovered and authenticated.  

Seek out Nethir, formerly of Grey 

Haven, at the Tavern in 

Crossroads.

Wanted:

Any and all information 

regarding shooting and falling 

stars.

Seek out Nethir, formerly of Grey 

Haven, at the Tavern in 

Crossroads.

OOC

Parking

To allow as many cars as possible to fit, 

please make an effort to park completely 

perpendicular to the driveway in the parking 

lot.

Sign-outs

Starting in January 2011, the deadline 

for turning in your GM Sign-out and Item 

Creation Forms will be 15 days after the 

end of each event.  The GM Staff 

members need the time between day 16 

and the start of the following event to 

email responses, write modules, print 

tags, and brief NPCs.  Anyone that 

leaves their GM Sign-out blank, or does 

not submit a GM Sign-out, is assumed 

to spend a quiet couple of weeks in or 

near Ilvaresh.
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Player Banks

Players may make one withdrawal from and 

one deposit to their Player Bank every 

event.  Eligible players may also make one 

withdrawal from and one deposit to group or 

unit funds every event.

Enchanting Materials

Raw materials for enchantment-grade 

and demi-enchantment grade items can 

no longer be purchased in Town.  This 

includes enchantment-grade steel, 

silver, and gold.

Many thanks to our contributing writers

Joe Guy Travis Hamill

Craig Jarvis Joseph Lang

Grace Martin Fred Sher

Robin Trombley

Feedback

If you have any questions, comments or 

concerns, please visit www.kanar.org and 

participate in the discussion on the Forums, 

or email the Board members and Staff listed 

on the Contacts page.  We are available 16 

hours a month, 6 month a year to help you 

with your KGE-related problems.  

Thoughts from the GM

The July Event was blisteringly hot, and I 

have all of the respect for the brave men 

and women that suffered through the days 

and nights to find what enjoyment they 

could in role playing and combat.

The extreme heat caused a few tempers to 

flare, but on the whole I felt the event was a 

success.  Just past the halfway point 

through the Kanar year I am pleased with 

the progress the Staff has made in 

communication with the players, and am 

excited that the players are making their 

wishes known to the Staff.  Even negative 

feedback is better than nothing.

I intend to be stricter about module start-

times as we go into the fall.  The GMs and 

TMs put in a ton of effort writing, prepping 

and hooking modules for those players that 

enjoy that segment of the game.  If a Theme 

Marshal says a module will start at 1pm, 

please honestly assess whether you are 

capable of being awake, transported to the 

field, and garbed before 1pm.  If a player 

tells one of the Staff that they are available 

for a module at 1pm, and they don’t arrive 

until 1:30, they are a liar and I have no 

sympathy for them.  (Yes, things come up, 

and my sympathy is reasonable in the face 
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of emergencies and priorities higher than 

Kanar.)

On the flip side, I assure you that I am even 

less sympathetic towards my Staff, whom I 

hold to a higher standard than the already 

high bar I set for the players.

Kanar is a hobby; we are all here to have 

fun.  But much like in baseball, theater or 

other group activities, the enjoyment of the 

many outweighs the enjoyment of the few.  

I’m not saying that the Staff will be 

unreasonable, or that all modules will start 

on time or no modules we run at all.  I 

encourage the players to work with the Staff 

to find the best times to run.  Some people 

work weekends, and some like to sleep in, 

and I want every player to do what is best 

for their play style.  But please attempt to 

arrive a little early if you are scheduled in 

advance to PC or NPC for a module.

Thank you to all of the players whom have 

been vigilant in keeping the land and 

households clean and free of unnecessary 

mundane objects, especially plastic bottles, 

which are a pet peeve of mine.
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